
We are in unprecedented times! Our world has been turned on its head and routines have altered dramatically! We want you to use this project to explore one aspect of current events, 

you might explore the normalities that remain, the opportunities that have appeared and the changes that have occurred. You can use imagery, facts and information from the news,   

What kind of environment have you been creating for yourself during lockdown? Have you set yourself routines or goals? How have those around you spent their time? What new habits 

have you created?  Pick a starting point below to start your investigation Perhaps start exploring ideas through the use of photography or online research. You can use both your own and 

others photographs as starting points for this project. 

Windows and Viewpoints 

What’s your isolation space? What view do you have 

out of the window? What have you seen of your local 

area on your daily exercise?  

How have you been bringing the world in? Connecting 
with others via devices? Spending time with family 
members undertaking new hobbies? Playing games or 
cooking together?  

Where have you been taking your daily exercise, what 
views could you capture while out for a walk? Where 
have you seen that’s empty and forgotten in contrast 
to its usually vibrant and busy atmosphere? 
 
 

Finding Joy in the Small Things 

When we have time on our hands, and time feels like 
it slows down, we notice things that maybe we  
wouldn't otherwise in our usually busy , hectic lives. 
We begin to look at the experiences, things and  
objects around us differently, with greater focus and 
closer observation. We begin to find the joy in small 
things- in the ordinary and the mundane.  

What have you noticed or begun to 
appreciate in or around your home?  

 
 

 

Habits and Routines 

What habits have become apparent during lockdown for  

yourself or your family? What routines have you created for 

yourself, or even lack of routine? What activities have you 

been doing that make up your current everyday? 

What does life for yourself or your family look like at the  

moment? Have you been finding yourself in odd/funny situa-

tions out of boredom or to try and keep yourself entertained? 

What objects, communication, food, activity or tv shows have 

been a big part of your everyday? Do you have a set walking 

route you take? What foods do you find yourself craving or 

eating each week? Think about the light from your screens. 

What’s your favourite part of the day? 

Quarantine in Art video  



Finding Joy in the Small Things 

Sarah Graham captures the joy of colour 
and bold graphics in her sweet paintings.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Amanda Colville shows the beauty in the intri-
cate detail and patterns of her insect linocuts. 
She layers up her linocuts to create vibrant and 
detailed  
compositions.  
 

Michael Craig Martin 
uses simple line and 
flat colour to record 
singular or arrange-
ments of objects.  

 
 

Lee John  Phillips has 
spent the last couple of 
years drawing everything 
in his late grandfathers 
shed in order to cata-
logue an aspect of life 
that reminded him of his 
Grandfather.  

Tasks  
Start by photographing objects around you. How can you make 
the everyday look beautiful through composition, framing and 
lighting? 
 
Using this theme as a starting point, from the manmade to the 
natural world, look around you to find the beauty in the small 
things that we usually miss and produce work in response. 

Windows and Viewpoints 

 
Brighton based artist J.J.Waller has started to explore an isolation 
photography portraiture project  
capturing photos of people through 
theirs doors and windows. Could you 
take some photos of your family 
through or next to a view through a 
window and use them to start  
recording at home or out on a walk. 

 

 

Jared Kubicki has created a series of Art 
works titled ‘Citizens Please Move Out’ 
where he has added in police figures 
clearing a public space. How could you 
adapt or recreate a  
relevant situation? 

 
 

What is your viewpoint for much of the day? Where 
are you spending your time at home? In your bed-
room? A family room? A garden? Janet Browne 
creates textile work based on peoples gardens, 
David Hockney creates dramatic and colourful 

views of Yorkshire and Edward 
Hopper captures figures in  
Interior spaces. Start recording from 
your everyday environment. 
 
 Tasks  

Start to take photographs that explore the ideas 
suggested here? 

Do some research on online newspaper websites, 
screen grab headlines and articles that might be useful 

Start to draw from your environment using an media you have 
available at home, what could you draw onto? Envelopes that 
come through the door, newspapers you have at home, wallpaper 
scraps? 

Habits and Routines 

Linda Christens creates series of paintings titled 

‘Access through Rituals’ inviting the viewer to ob-

serve the positioned figures in 

her personal surroundings as she 

goes about her daily life.  How 

could you capture yourself or a 

family member doing an activity that you/they do 

each day? For example baking a cake. 

Joel Penkman paints semi-

photorealistic, contemporary still-life artwork of food. 

What eating/cooking routine have you set yourself? 

Are you craving certain foods or eating more of some 

foods then you should? 

Ekaterina Popova explores the overall idea of 

“home” and what it means. Her work has evolved 

from being reflective and sentimental to being mind-

ful and present in her current environment. 

 

Anne Biss is a textiles artist 

that embroiders maps. 

Could you link your walk/exercise routes into 

your artwork? Maybe sew in the line that your 

walk creates into your paintings/drawings. 

Tasks 

Start by exploring and photographing your routines and habits that you 

find yourself doing each day. Think about what yourself or the people 

in your house spend their time doing, what objects/food they are using 

and what rooms/area you find yourself in the most. Capture how you 

also interact as a group by playing your camera on a timer. 

Start to draw from your environment using an media you have availa-

ble at home, what could you draw onto? Envelopes that come through 

the door, newspapers you have at home, wallpaper scraps? 



Finding Joy in the Small Things 

Household Objects 

Sean Dietrich 

Raymond Logan’s Dailies series 

Michael Craig Martin 

Lee John Phillips 

Jennifer Collier 

Sara Midda 

Georgina Luck 

Jessica Brilli 

Toys 

Laurence Poole 

David Gilliver 

The Little People Project 

 

Food and Drink 

Tjalf Sparnaay 

Lisa Ober 

Tracey English 

Janet Fish 

Wayne Thiebaud 

Natural World 

Ernst Haeckel  

Botanical Illustrations 

Amanda Colville 

Charley Harper 

Alice Melvin 

E.A.Seguy  

Mark Oliver (Litterbug) 

Claire Brewster 

Windows and Viewpoints 

Interiors 

Edward Hopper 

Van Gogh (Bedroom) 

Carole Rabe 

Patrick Caulfield 

Niall McDiarmid 

Lossapardo 

Ekaterina Popova 

Henri Matisse 

David Hickney 

Exteriors / Countryside / Gardens  

David Hockney 

Saul Steinberg 

Rob Barnes (linocuts) 

John Constable 

Fong Qu Wei 

Matt Malloy 

Rebecca Vincent 

Martin Parr 

Stephen Darbishire  

Stephen Wiltshire 

 

Windows and Architectural Structures 

Patrick Caulfield 

Andreas Gurskey 

George Shaw 

Hiroshi Sugimoto 

Vincent Van Gogh 

 

Please refer to these Artists and Photographers for ideas, research points and techniques. Further artists are on the relevant boards on the SPHArt pinterest account: ‘Here & Now’, 

‘Finding Joy in Small Things’, ’Windows and Viewpoints’ and ’Habits and Routines’  

Habits and Routines 

People in Routines 

Linda Christens  

Tehnee Kelland—’Awkward Series’ 

Edward Hopper 

Fairfield Porter: ‘a day indoors’ 

Laura Karetzky (looks at imagery when on video calls, 

the merging on two different spaces and online com-

munication) 

Sleeping 

Hanna Fideli 

Maryam Ashkanian 

Food 

Joel Penkman 

Greg Segall 

Itsuo Kobayashi 

Maps/Exercise routes 

Anne Biss  

Books, reading 

Larissa Nowicki 

Rooms 

Ekaterina Popova 

http://www.juxtapoz.com/erotica/hanna-fideli-nordqvists-sleep-portraits
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2017/04/sleeping-people-embroidered-onto-handmade-pillows-by-maryam-ashkanian/

